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While historical risk and performance measures indicate
how a strategy has performed in the past, they do not
provide insight into the suitability of a strategy for specific
participant populations. Recent Department of Labor (DOL)
guidance also highlights the need for deeper evaluation. It
is more important than ever for plan sponsors to conduct
a detailed analysis of the target date series they offer to
ensure that the choice they have made is appropriate.
In this article, we discuss the significance of target date
strategies, the dramatic differences among options
available, the importance of target date analysis based on
glidepath suitability and how our proprietary TDAnalyzer™
can help fiduciaries comply with DOL guidance.

Significance of target date strategies today
Although target date strategies were introduced in 1993,
their usage exploded after the passage of the Pension
Protection Act of 2006 (PPA). This growth created significant
exposure to a relatively new asset class, creating a sense of
urgency among plan sponsors to identify comprehensive,
yet practical ways to analyze these investment options.
The PPA encouraged the use of “auto-enrollment” and
defined default investment alternatives, into which
participants would be invested if they failed to make an
active election. In order to obtain the safe harbor relief

related to future investment outcomes associated with
default options, sponsors were required to select a Qualified
Default Investment Alternative (QDIA).1
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Target date strategies have experienced record asset growth.
They are increasingly being used in defined contribution
plans by participants who are enrolled in these solutions
by default. However, significant differences among target
date offerings exist – asset allocation, underlying design
and philosophy – presenting a challenge for plan sponsors
in the selection and monitoring of target date strategies.
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In less than a decade, target date assets have
grown nearly 600%. Accelerated growth is
projected to continue.
Of the three types of investment options listed as potential
QDIA’s by the DOL, target date strategies have seen the
highest adoption rate. According to Morningstar®, the
amount of money invested in target date strategies has
grown from just under $70 billion at the end of 2005
to $485 billion at the end of 2012, an increase of almost
600% (see chart 1 below).2,3 A recent study by behavioral
economists Shlomo Benartzi and Richard H. Thaler shows

1 “Regulation Relating to Qualified Default Investment Alternatives in Participant-Directed Individual Account Plans”, United States Department of Labor,
Employee Benefit Security Administration, www.dol.gov.
2 “Target-Date Series Research Paper: 2012 Industry Survey”, Morningstar Fund Research, May, 2012, Josh Charlson, Ph.D., Laura Pavlenko Lutton.
3 “Ibbotson Target Maturity Report 4Q, 2012”, Ibbotson Associates, Inc., 2013, Jeremy Stempien, Cindy Galiano.
4 “Trends in Target Date Retirement Funds”, Casey Quirk, October 5, 2011.
5 “Behavioral Economics and the Retirement Savings Crisis”, Science Magazine, Shlomo Benartzi & Richard H. Thaler, March 8, 2013.
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that 56% of companies currently use auto-enrollment in
their plans, thus accelerating the flow of money into target
date strategies.5
To minimize liability and improve participant outcomes, plan
sponsors must understand the differences among target
date options and determine the appropriate choice for their
employee population.

All target date strategies are really not the same
Target date families cover a wide range of glidepath
strategies, philosophies and asset allocations. These
differences have a profound impact on the participant
experience and ultimately participant outcomes.
In charts 2 and 3, it is important to note that, while each
target date solution represents a dynamic way to help
participants adjust their investment strategy over time, each
addresses different issues and uses different assumptions,
resulting in highly variable outcomes. Some strategies focus
on mitigating longevity risk or inflation, while others stress
the importance of protecting investors from volatility as
they near retirement. The specific objective of a target date
series can significantly impact the shape of its glidepath.
While the strategies in charts 2 and 3 do not represent
the entire universe, they are diverse in their approach and
provide a good representation of the broader asset class.

In spite of a significant rise in the importance of target
date funds, it is our opinion that useful methods to analyze
their effectiveness have, until now, been slow to develop.
Analyses have been largely focused on quantitative metrics
such as historical return, volatility and fees. Consistent with
recent DOL guidance, we believe that most target date
analysis has fallen short of determining glidepath suitability
for a particular employee population.
While representing only about 20% of the total number
of target date families, the six target date series shown
in charts 2 and 3 represent approximately 80% of current
target date assets invested within “off the shelf” solutions.
Sponsors and advisors alike have:
• Focused largely on historical performance and risk
measures;
• Not focused enough on the potential “fit” of a strategy for
participant demographics such as deferral rates, account
balances, income and age, as well as participant behavior
in withdrawing balances after retirement;
• Overestimated (or overlooked) the probability of a
particular strategy achieving success in replacing
sufficient income for retirement;
• Not focused enough on downside risk in the years near
retirement; and
• Not addressed the key question of whether or not a target
date series is suitable for a specific participant group.

Chart 2: “Through” Strategies — Generally More Aggressive
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Importance of target date analysis based on
glidepath suitability
Analysis based on general market data and trends is simply
not enough. We believe that in order to gauge target date
suitability, a glidepath must be evaluated against specific
characteristics and behavioral patterns of the participants
in a plan.
Our belief has been strengthened by recent DOL guidance
regarding target date selection and monitoring that
cites consideration of “characteristics of the participant
population, such as participation in a traditional defined
benefit pension plan offered by the employer, salary levels,
turnover rates, contribution rates and withdrawal patterns.”6
Unfortunately, many plan sponsors currently fail to follow
the “tips” offered by the DOL, including this one.
We believe best practice for selecting an appropriate target
date series requires testing for glidepath suitability and its
likelihood of achieving a reasonable income replacement
ratio with relatively lower volatility near retirement.

A heightened level of scrutiny is required. Over the course
of the next year, we will be encouraging plan sponsors to
reconsider their current process for determining glidepath
suitability.
How can a plan sponsor comply with new DOL guidance?
• Establish an objective process for comparing, selecting
and reviewing target date strategies including analysis of
specific participant population characteristics.
• Understand their investments – the allocation to different
asset classes, and how they will change over time.
• Review the strategies’ fees and investment expenses.
• Inquire about whether a non-proprietary target date or
custom-designed target date would be a better fit for
your plan.
• Develop effective employee communications to keep
participants generally informed about their target dates
and to comply with disclosures required by law.
• Take advantage of available sources of information to
evaluate the target date and the recommendations you
received.
• Document the selection and review process, including
how decisions about individual investment options are
made.

Chart 3: “To” Strategies — Generally More Conservative (At Age 65)
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6 Target Date Retirement Funds – Tips for ERISA Plan Fiduciaries, U.S. Department of Labor. February 2013.
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Enhanced target date selection through
TDAnalyzer™

wealth participants likely will need to accumulate through
their defined contribution plan.

In response to insufficient target date analytical tools in
the marketplace, we developed a cutting-edge proprietary
modeling tool called TDAnalyzer™. The tool is designed
to evaluate target date strategies based on plan-specific
demographic and participant behavior data, potentially
leading to better outcomes.

Identifying an appropriate glidepath

Fulfilling fiduciary responsibility
TDAnalyzer™ examines a target date series in the context of
participant demographics and behavior. Based on guidance
from the DOL, this could significantly help plan sponsors
fulfill their fiduciary responsibilities by providing them with
an objective and consistent process.
Analyzing a target date series to determine how appropriate
it may be for a specific participant base involves two
separate processes:
1. Determining the accumulated retirement balance
participants need in order to replace a reasonable level
of their final year’s salary; and

Using a Monte Carlo simulation process, we generate
thousands of return projections for the glidepaths of various
target date products. TDAnalyzer™ then plots a range of
potential outcomes in the context of the required balance at
retirement. The combination of these two analyses enables
us to examine the likelihood that a specific target date
series will help participants attain their retirement income
replacement goals. It also allows us to identify the variability
of potential outcomes.
Chart 4 provides a sample of the output produced by
TDAnalyzer™. The horizontal purple line represents the
projected required balance at retirement for a particular
plan, while the dotted line simulates the projected
accumulation of that balance. The orange lines represent
the range of potential outcomes of projected wealth for the
target date series being analyzed.
Chart 4: Sample Target Date Series Analysis
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As chart 4 depicts, the particular target date series shown
has a relatively large range of potential outcomes. Given
actual demographic data combined with the projected
returns of the target date series, some participants may
achieve their retirement goals (represented by the top
orange line falling above the purple line). However, many
may not be successful as indicated by the bottom orange
line falling below the purple line.
By completing analysis similar to the example provided,
we can examine multiple target date products to find a
glidepath that will provide a specific participant base with
the greatest opportunity for success. Our analysis also
helps identify the glidepath that is likely to produce the
lowest projected “drawdown” during the final years of a
participant’s work life, as well as the optimal auto-default
rate for a plan that will increase the likelihood of participant
success.
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Once an appropriate glidepath is identified, we gauge the
execution of that glidepath. Utilizing TDAnalyzer™, we
measure the performance of the underlying investment
portfolios relative to a custom benchmark. The benchmark
is designed to determine whether or not the selected
glidepath could be better executed through a passive
strategy, or a different active approach. We further review
the costs associated with a given strategy to help sponsors
determine whether or not their fees are reasonable. Should
a suitable glidepath not be found, TDAnalyzer™ allows us to
create a customized glidepath for an individual client.

Conclusion
Target date strategies are being used by millions of
participants today. It is safe to say that no comprehensive
investment product has ever been so widely accepted,
nor have so many people ever been so dependent upon

its success. These strategies offer dramatic differences
in designs and assumptions, leading to a wide array of
outcomes for participants who invest in them.
Participants who invest in them, rightly or wrongly, have an
expectation that investing in these products will lead to a
healthy outcome at retirement. Therefore, it is crucial that
plan sponsors thoroughly analyze potential target date
strategies in the context of their participants’ demographics
and behavior to improve the potential for positive outcomes.
While reviewing and understanding historical risk and return
data is important, we believe that focusing on these metrics
is not sufficient in target date selection and monitoring.
TDAnalyzer™ was designed to fill this gap, as part of our
commitment to bringing plan sponsors well-thought-out
solutions for their retirement benefit plans.
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results. This piece is intended for use with institutional audiences. Before making investment decisions,
individual investors should consult with a financial advisor on topics discussed in this paper.
Data Assumptions. Participant Data and Behavior: PSA obtains data from record keepers of terminated and retired employees. Sample sizes will vary
based on individual plans. Based on plan specific data, if withdrawals are common near retirement age, TDAnalyzer™, will select a target date family
that should minimize down market risk near and after retirement. Plans with populations (or subsets) that generally have higher salaries, will typically
result in lower relative contributions from Social Security (SS) benefits during retirement. Consequently, a more narrowed choice of target date families
can generally meet their requirements and affect income replacement objectives. Benefits received from defined benefit plans will also affect income
replacements requirements. Plans with populations (or subsets) that generally have lower salaries will typically result in higher relative contributions
from SS benefits. Consequently, a wider choice of target date families can generally meet their requirements and affect income replacement. Benefits
received from defined benefit plans will also affect income replacements requirements.
Disclaimer. Results generated by TDAnalyzer™ are based on our assumptions of participant behavior and forward-looking capital market returns. The
results from TDAnalyzer™ do not guarantee that a participant will meet his or her target retirement goals. Expected future wealth accumulation (such
as target DC balance) is based on forward- looking returns, which are based on current market and economic conditions and are subject to change.
Our estimates represent our projection of the central tendency (going out over a very long time- period) around which market returns may fluctuate,
because they reflect what we believe is the value inherent in each market. It is possible that actual returns will vary considerably from this equilibrium
for a number of years. References to future wealth accumulation are not promises or estimates of actual results that a client portfolio may achieve.
Future wealth accumulation does not consider the impact of taxes. The retirement age used in our analysis may not coincide with a participant’s actual
retirement age. It is intended only as a general guide. A participant’s life-span used in our analysis is within the range of time-periods currently used in
the target date industry which is anywhere from 83 – 95. The actual life-span of a participant may differ from our estimate. In addition, a participant’s
actual need for income during retirement will depend on his/her lifestyle, and may not match our estimate of income needed during retirement. All
of these factors may impact a participant’s ability to meet his/her retirement objectives and may differ from our analysis. The output in this report is
generated using data provided by various target date families, MPIStylus, Social Security Administration and index service providers. This data is subject
to unintentional errors and omissions. Our opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice. We believe
the information provided in our analysis is reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or completeness.
GENERAL DISCLOSURE: This information is intended for sophisticated and/or accredited investors and is for illustrative use only. While the assumptions, data and models used to
develop the information contained herein are from sources deemed to be reliable, there can be no certainty or guarantee regarding the likelihood of the outcomes as presented.
This document is not and should not be construed as a solicitation or offering of units of any fund or other security or as legal, taxation or investment advice. Any investment
advice would be delivered pursuant to a written agreement and legal and taxation advice should be obtained from appropriate and qualified professionals. No part of this
publication may be reproduced in any manner without our prior written permission.
© 2015 Pavilion Advisory Group Inc.

